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SUMMARY: High frequency acoustic oscillations were suggested as the source
of mechanical heating in the chromosphere. In this work the radial component of
the oscillations in the frequency interval 3 mHz to 22 mHz are investigated. The
observations were performed using 2D spectrometry on the Fe I neutral spectral
line at 543.45 nm. The high frequency oscillations of different frequencies appear to
be associated with different spatial scales. It seems that different sources produce
high and low frequency acoustic oscillations.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The temperature structure of the chromo-
sphere is interesting. At a height of approximately
500 km there is a temperature minimum around 4200
K. Moving to a height of 2300 km the temperature
increases to approximately 10000K (Vernazza et al.
1981). This phenomenon can only be explained by
mechanical heating of the chromosphere. During the
last century, high frequency acoustic oscillations were
suggested as the source of mechanical heating in the
chromosphere. Their origin was believed to be in the
sub- photosphere, yet connected with the processes
in the convection zone. High frequency oscillations
with periods from 6 mHz to 100 mHz are assumed
to be the main carrier of the required energy and the
heating should balance the radiative loss (Kalkofen
2001). The existence of the chromosphere and corona
depend on a constant energy supply provided by
mechanical heating mechanisms (Ulmschneider and
Kalkofen 2002).

The generation of acoustic oscillations can
be described by the ’Lighthill mechanism’ (Lighthill
1951). Acoustic oscillations appear to be generated
by turbulent eddies for which the dissipation of ki-
netic energy by viscosity is negligible (Proudman
1952). The majority of acoustic oscillations must
originate from isolated sources which occupy rela-
tively small volumes of space. There are several pos-
sibilities how the convection zone may generate the
wave modes in the atmosphere: a) convective mo-
tions penetrate into atmospheric layers and directly
deposit their energy; b) pressure fluctuations, gener-
ated by convective motions, propagate as acoustic os-
cillations; c) thermal over-stabilities, which occur in
the upper layers of the convection zone, generate os-
cillations (Kalkofen 1990). Some authors argue that
high frequency bursts are either generated by rising
granules, or propagate more or less uniformly from
deeper layers into the convection zone (Deubner and
Laufer 1983). The acoustic events that generate 3
mHz oscillations should also produce 5 mHz oscilla-
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tions (Hoekzema et al. 2002). Although there is a
general consensus that the source of acoustic oscilla-
tions is convective motion, some authors argue that
one can not decide whether their origin is convective
or magnetic. The observational and theoretical re-
sults do not reveal a clear picture of the source of
solar oscillations (Moretti et al. 2001).

The most energetic oscillations should be gen-
erated in those regions where the convective veloci-
ties are largest. The energy emission is sensitive to
the Mach number of the turbulence and to the fre-
quency of the oscillations, since the opposite motions
at opposite sides of the eddy produce acoustic oscil-
lations which cancel at large distances (Stein 1967).
The frequencies of the acoustic oscillations depend on
various parameters of the fluid flow (Lighthill 1951).
One of the ideas of the Lighthill mechanism is that
acoustic oscillations which radiate to large distances
and reach the same point simultaneously, are not
emitted simultaneously (Lighthill 1951).

Observations (Espagnet et al. 1992) show that
the acoustic events occur preferentially in the dark
intergranular lanes, i.e. corresponding to down flows
of plasma. This leads the authors to the conclusion
that the excitation of solar oscillations is associated
with a rapid cooling occurring in the upper convec-
tion layer. The most energetic oscillations are asso-
ciated with down-flows in dark areas which are well
separated from each other in time and space (Espag-
net et al. 1992). Some observers noticed strong oscil-
lations following expansions of intergranular spaces.
There is observational evidence that acoustic oscil-
lations tend to be converted into magneto-acoustic
oscillations at locations where a magnetic field is
expected, e.g., at granular boundaries or in bright
points (Espagnet et al. 1992).

The propagation of oscillations through the
atmosphere will cause a height-dependent variation
of its frequency (Stein and Leibacher 1974, Ulm-
schneider 2003). These changes are caused by the
resonance property, the merging of shocks, and from
shocks ‘cannibalising’ each other. As a consequence
of this behaviour, an almost pure 3 minute periodic-
ity develops at height of 2000 km. Above 5000 km,
the chromosphere reaches a dynamical steady state
where the mean temperature is time-independent
(Ulmscheider 2003).

2. OBSERVATIONS

Data sets used in the analysis of this work were
obtained using high-cadence observations of the Fe
I neutral spectral line (543.45 nm). The 2D spec-
troscopy was performed using the German Vacuum
Tower telescope (VTT) on the Canary islands, with
the ”Göttingen” Fabry-Perot spectrometer (Bendlin
et al. 1992). From the settings of the post-focus in-
strument presented in Koschinsky et al. (2001) the
polarimeter was not used.

In this work data sets from several observation
campaigns were used, five in total. The post-focus
instrument is made following the demands of speckle

reconstruction (Bendlin et al. 1992). Therefore it
takes simultaneously two types of images, broadband
and narrow-band. The broadband images are images
of integrated light in the observed spectral line. The
narrow-band images are scanned trough the spectral
line using the Fabry-Perot spectrometer (Bendlin et
al. 1992). The images are saved in bursts following
the demands of the speckle reconstruction method
Boer (1992, 1994). The chosen spectral line was
scanned in 13 positions, where two position were in
continuum.

The data set, DS1, was taken by J.K.
Hirzberger and M. Wunnenberg during August 2000
(Wunnenberg et al. 2003b). The rest of data sets
were taken during observational campaign in June
2004 (DS2, DS3, DS4 and DS5). During the 2004 ob-
serving runthe adaptive optic (Berkefeld and Soltau
2001, Soltau et al. 2002) were used.

Table 1. Informations about the data sets used in
this work. Sun coordinates present the coordinates of
the observed solar area in arc sec, where the referent
point is the centre of the Sun, images represent num-
ber of images per burst, exposure time represents ex-
posure time per image, while cadence represents the
repetition time of bursts.

mark Sun images exposure cadence
coordinates time

DS1 [0, 0] 104 20 25
DS2 [0, 0] 108 30 28.3
DS3 [96.7, 90.7] 91 20 22.7
DS4 [19.8,−45] 91 20 22.7
DS5 [6, 0] 91 20 29.9

The main objective was to achieve the fastest
repetition rate possible, allowing to study oscillations
with shortest periods. The FWHM of the spectrom-
eter and the step-width were 32.8 m and 31.9 m,
respectively. At each wavelength position, a prede-
termined number of frames with an appropriate ex-
posure time were taken (see Table 1). Broadband
images were taken simultaneously with the narrow-
band images, since this is necessary for the applica-
tion of later the speckle reconstruction. Since the
time evolution of high frequency oscillations was the
main area of interest, reasonably long time sequences
were taken, varying from 34min for the data sets with
the highest cadence to 50min for the data set with
the lowest cadence. Various solar features were ob-
served. The data sets DS1, DS2 and DS3 had quiet
sun areas in the field of view, DS5 had G-band struc-
tures (G-band is in 429.5− 431.5 nm spectral range,
populated by many spectral lines of the CH molecule
and shows the bright features in the intergranular
down-flow regions, the so called G-band bright points
(Sheylak et al. 2004)) and DS4 has a pore as the ob-
ject of observation. The data set DS4 is also used as
the data set with the G-band structures since in the
pore vicinity abnormal granulation and bright points
begin to appear. Before this analysis the field of view
was divided, the pore itself with its vicinity was cut
from field of view, and treated separately.
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3. DATA REDUCTION AND
ANALYSIS METHODS

The data reduction for the broadband images
is done with a program developed by P. Sutterlin fol-
lowing the method of de Boer (1992, 1994). The pro-
gram included the following procedures: substrac-
tion of darks, flat fielding and speckle reconstruc-
tion. Speckle reconstruction of the broadband im-
ages at each time step was done with the spectral
ratio method (von der Lhe 1984) and the speckle
masking method (Weigelt 1977). An example of one
resulting image is given in Fig. 2.

The program set used for the reconstruction
of narrow band images was developed by Janssen
(2003) and is based on the method developed by
Keller et al. (1992), as described in Krieg et al.
(1999) and Hirzberger et al. (2001). From this im-
ages the two dimensional Doppler shift fluctuations
from bisectors were calculated for each time step.
During each burst of the time series, the images from
near line centre used for the present study were taken
at different times, but with less than 5s separation. I
did not correct for this (by rotating in Fourier space
to the same position in time).

To reduce the contribution of atmospheric
fluctuations to the observed oscillation the velocity
response functions (Function which describes from
which heights in the atmosphere the information
about velocity carried by photons originate.) were
calculated. They were calculated using the code de-
veloped by F. Kneer following the method of Eibe
et al. (2001) and Pérez Rodŕıgues and Kneer (2002)
and using the LTE atmospheric model (Holweger and
Müler 1974).

The velocity response functions cover a rather
broad interval of heights. The largest contribution to
the fluctuations comes from heights between 400 km
and 600 km. Thirty response functions are calculated
for the intensity levels of bisector from Iλ = 0.32 to
Iλ = 0.9, where the step width is 0.02. Closer to the
core of the line the functions tend to be too broad,
covering a wide range of the heights. Therefore lin-
ear combinations were used to narrow this contribu-
tion. This was achieved by calculating the velocity
response functions:

RFv(z600) =
RF0 − 0.6RF4

0.4
(1)

RFv(z200) =
RF5 − 0.7RF2

0.3
(2)

where RFi represents the velocity response function
for the corresponding bisector level i. The results of
the calculations are shown in Fig. 1.

The response functions are normalised to give:

∫ +∞

−∞

RFv(z)dz = 1 , (3)

where z represent height along the bisector.
The initial assumption is the signals are small

and use the same combination as above to produce
new velocity images. It turns out that the veloc-
ities are of the order of 1km/s−1. This exceeds
slightly the linear regime required by the response
functions. More accurate determinations must be
deferred until I have performed thorough tests with
this method. The simulations of large amplitude os-
cillations, shocks and their expected signals in our
apparatus must be performed with correct radiative
transfer solutions.

In order to study the time evolution, addi-
tional correlation and de-stretching was performed.
For this procedure the code developed by Yi and
Molowny Horas (1992), following the method of
November (1986) is used.

The signal of lower frequency oscillations is
stronger than the signal of high frequency oscilla-
tions, providing a need for wavelet analysis tech-
niques. The 3D data cubes (two spacial dimensions
and one temporal) of the velocity maps (Fig. 3) were
subjected to wavelet analysis using a Morlet wave-
form:

ψ0(t) = π−
1

4 eiω0te−
t
2

2 , (4)

where ω0 is the non-dimensional frequency and t the
non- dimensional time parameter. The code for the
present wavelet analysis is based on the one devel-
oped by Torrence and Compo (1998). The code (Tor-
rence and Compo 1998) is made for noncyclic data
in Fourier space. To avoid errors at the edges of
the data set, apodisiation of the data was performed
before it was run trough the wavelet routine. As
a result two dimensional spatial distributions of the
oscillations were acquired Fig. 4.

Fig. 1. Linear combinations of velocity response functions for the spectral line 543.45 nm. The left panel
shows the combination yielding a maximum at 200 km and the right at 600 km. Resulting velocity response
on both panels is presented as a solid line, while on the left panel the dashed line represents the velocity
response function from bisector level 5, and the dot-dashed line from bisector level 2. On the right panel, the
dashed line represent the velocity response function from bisector level 4 and the dot-dashed line from level
0.
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Fig. 2. The example of the white light image at a height of 600 km, reconstructed for the data set DS3.
The map is corresponding to 113s of the time sequence covered with the data set.

Fig. 3. The example of the velocity map at a height of 600 km, calculated for the data set DS3. The map
is corresponding to 113s of the time sequence covered with the data set.

Fig. 4. The example of the power map at a height of 600 km, calculated for the data set DS3. The map is
corresponding to 113s of the time sequence covered with the data set.
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Fig. 5. Time sequence of 311.3s in duration from the data set DS4. The evolution of an observed high
frequency oscillation is shown. The time goes from left to right and from top to bottom. The time separation
between consecutive frames is 28.3s. An oscillation frame and granulation frame below coincide in space and
time. The oscillation frames show power of high frequency oscillations integrated over the same period range
at a height of 600 km. On the granulation frames the same registered power is overploted as contour plot.
Only power above 0.3 of the maximum power is presented with contour plot so that clarity of the plot can be
maximised.

Fig. 6. Time sequence of 283s in duration from the data set DS2. The evolution of an observed high
frequency oscillation is shown. The time goes from left to right. The time separation between consecutive
frames is 28.3s. The top two oscillation frames and granulation frame below coincide in space and time. The
top row shows power of high frequency oscillations integrated over the same period range at a height of 600
km, and the bottom row represents granulation changes, the middle row power of high frequency oscillations
integrated over frequencies 9 mHz to 18 mHz at a height of 200 km. The arrows 1 and 2 mark the observed
oscillation at the beginning of the time evolution. While arrow 3 marks the probable location of the source of
oscillations marked with arrow 2.

After this it was necessary to compare the
power maps (Fig. 4) with the white-light images
(Fig. 2). This was done visually. For accurate spatial
comparison the full area of the reconstructed white-
light images were cut into squares of 50 × 50 pixels.
The same was done for the power maps. The proce-
dure is repeated for each image of the time sequence.
In such way the temporal evolution of certain event
could be isolated and closely tracked. An example of

the final short temporal sequence obtained in such a
way is given in Fig. 6. Then the following procedure
is applied:

The observed power was presented in contour
plot overploting the white light images. Only power
above 0.3 of the maximum power was taken into ac-
count, since this made it possible to pinpoint the
sources of stronger oscillations. The power over-
ploted in such way would be located in the same spa-
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cial location as the corresponding granular structure.
This made it possible to continue determination of
the locations by eye. The spatial comparison done in
this way makes it possible to determine the exact lo-
cation of a power feature in the white-light image. In
the first and third row of Fig. 5 one can notice vari-
ous structures formed by power of high frequency os-
cillations. I will refer later to such patches as ’power
features’. In the second and fourth row the granu-
lar evolution is shown; over-plotted are coloured con-
tours which represent areas with observed power due
to high frequency oscillations.

To determine if there is a difference in
behaviour of oscillations at different frequencies,
smaller frequency intervals were used. In Table 2
these periods are listed.

Since wavelet analysis can be used as a band-
pass filter (Torrence and Compo 1998), it was op-
timised to do so. The main frequency range was
obtain by integrating the power of high frequency
oscillations over all frequencies in the range, for data
set DS1 from 11.1 mHz to 20 mHz, for data set DS2
from 8.8 mHz to 17.8 mHz, for data sets DS3 and
DS4 from 11.1 mHz to 22.2 mHz and for data set
DS5 from 8.4 mHz to 16.9 mHz. Sub ranges stated in
Table 2 were obtained by integrating power over the
listed sub ranges, thus making it possible to establish
variations in behaviour of oscillations over different
frequencies.

Table 2. Frequency intervals used for analysis.

Data set abbreviation frequency range [mHz]
for interval

DS1 P11 20-16.7
DS1 P12 16.7-14.3
DS1 P13 14.3-12.5
DS1 P14 12.5-11.1
DS1 P15 11.1-10
DS2 P21 17.8-14.7
DS2 P22 14.7-12.6
DS2 P23 12.6-11.1
DS2 P24 11.1-9.8
DS2 P25 9.8-8.8

DS3,DS4 P31 22.2-18.5
DS3,DS4 P32 18.5-15.8
DS3,DS4 P33 15.8-13.8
DS3,DS4 P34 13.8-12.3
DS3,DS4 P35 12.3-11.1

DS5 P51 16.9-14.1
DS5 P52 14.1-12.1
DS5 P53 12.1-10.5
DS5 P54 10.5-9.3
DS5 P55 9.3-8.4

Fig. 7. Time sequence of 90s in duration from the data set DS2 , in five panels. The evolution of an
observed high frequency oscillation is shown. The time goes from left to right. The time separation between
consecutive frames is 28.3s. The top two oscillation frames and granulation frame below coincide in space
and time. Each panel represents the coinciding interval in time and space. Visible differences on frames
which present oscillations are consequence of using different frequency ranges. The five panels represent
integrated power over the frequency ranges P21, P22, P23, P24 and P25, at the two different heights of 200
km (middle row) and 600 km (top row).
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4. RESULTS

4.1. Variation of power location with frequen-
cies

The major work in this analysis was done us-
ing the image sequences formed on the previously de-
scribed way (Section 3). The image sequences were
made in such way that the evolution of one of the
power features can be fully observed. The Figs. 5
- 14 represent short illustrative examples of major
results found using this technique.

In Fig. 7 one can easily note differences be-
tween various frequencies. The power for different
frequency intervals appear, for each interval, at dif-
ferent spatial locations. Usually, the most rapid
changes occur for the intervals P13, P23, P23, P34
and P52 (see Table 2), which often do not have much
relation to other frequency intervals. In Fig. 7 it can
be seen that the intensity of the power in third panel
is markedly weakened.

For comparison, Fig. 8 shows the same time
sequence with the power integrated over frequency
range 18.5 mHz to 9.1 mHz.

Fig. 8. Same time sequence of 90s in duration from
data set DS2 as used in Fig. 7, but with the power
integrated over the whole frequency range 18.5 mHz
to 9.1 mHz.

Fig. 9. Time sequence of 90s in duration from the data set DS4, in five panels. The evolution of an
observed high frequency oscillation is shown. The time goes from left to right. The time separation between
consecutive frames is 22.7s. The top two oscillation frames and granulation frame below coincide in space
and time. Each panel represents the coinciding interval in time and space. Visible differences on frames
which present oscillations are consequence of using different frequency ranges. The five panels represent
integrated power over period ranges P21, P22, P23, P24 and P25, at the two different heights of 200 km
(middle panel) and 600 km (top panel).
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For the data sets containing the quiet Sun, this
change of power in the frequency interval around 12.5
mHz is the most obvious. To establish the connec-
tion to granulation events a simple statistical anal-
ysis of all noted events is done. All observed power
features are taken into consideration, regardless of
their power intensity. Table 3 gives an overview of
the most prominent behaviour of high frequency os-
cillations with different periods.

Table 3. Connection with granulation events:
events related to difference in high frequency oscilla-
tions visible over the different period ranges, for the
quiet Sun.

Event %

1 diffuse power features with different shapes 43

over all ranges

2 change of the location over the frequency 27

range around 12.5mHz

3 diffuse power features with similar shapes 13

over all ranges

4 no differences 7

5 maximums at different locations 4

The event No.1 happened together with slow
granular changes, while event No.3 relates to changes
of small structures. The variation of the location of
maximums, event No. 5, is found in relation with
different granular events. In 4% of the cases where
a variation over period ranges occurs, one can find
that power in P11, P21, P21, P31 and P51 has a dif-
ferent location compared with P14, P24, P24, P54
and P74. In contrast P15, P25, P25, P35 and P55
show power at the same locations, as in the former
two period ranges.

Almost all granular changes tend to produce
high frequency oscillations regardless of their fre-
quency. Yet it is observed that certain granulation
events (e.g. exploding granule) which repeat in the
field of view and evolve during the observing interval,
usually produce high frequency oscillations of differ-
ing frequencies.

The exact sources of high frequency oscilla-
tions could not be resolved with the achieved spa-
tial resolution. So, there is no clear correlation be-
tween the resolved granular events and the appear-
ance of high frequency oscillations over the different
frequency intervals in the quiet Sun data.

For the G-band data there is some difference
as compared to the quiet Sun observations. In Fig.

10 the behaviour above bright point structure is pre-
sented. In Fig. 9 one can see in different sub-panels
the power in the different frequency intervals. It is
easy to notice that the first two panels, which present
power in the intervals P21 and P22, show significant
differences in comparison with the other three pan-
els.

It can also be seen in Fig. 10 that power ap-
pears in all frequency intervals. Comparison of those
two figures shows that in this example some power
of the high frequency ranges P21 and P22 does not
occur when integrated over the whole period range.
This clearly indicates that in this case the power in
those two intervals is much smaller than in the other
three intervals. Some consequences of this fact are
also mentioned and discussed in (Andic 2005).

Fig. 10. The time sequence of 90 of the same gran-
ular change seen in data set DS4 presented in Fig. 9,
but for integrated power over the whole period range.

In Table 4 an overview of the behaviour of
power features in different frequency intervals is
given, as for the quiet Sun regions.

It is seen, from Table 4, that for the data near
G-band structures more diffuse power features ap-
pear. This pattern is usually caused by changes of
small granulation structures. In the data set, DS4,
there is a bright-point-like structure, in the same spa-
tial location trough out frequency ranges. In the rest
of the cases a slightly larger power is observed in the
different frequency intervals compared to the inte-
grated power.

In the data sets containing a pore, in locations
outside the pore the analysis leads to similar results
as for the data sets with G-band structures. There-
fore only the power features directly above the pore
and its immediate vicinity were analysed.

Table 4. Events related to differences in the high frequency oscillations visible over the different period
ranges, for the G-band structures.

Event %
1 similar diffuse power features over all ranges 28
2 change in the position over the range of 70 to 80s 14
3 similar diffuse power features over all ranges 17
4 no differences 13
5 maximums at different locations 25
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Fig. 11. The time sequence of 90 of the same
granular change for the data set DS4 presented in
Fig. 12, but for the integrated power over the whole
period range.

In Fig. 12 the power integrated over all pe-
riods is presented. It can be seen that the location

of the strong maximum correspond for both levels,
whereas the rest of the power is insignificant.

The appearance of power related to the bright-
point-like structures in the pore is more extreme.
One finds no variation in power over the frequency
intervals. The comparison of Figs. 11 and 12 clearly
illustrate this. Some variations can be found in Fig.
12, but in comparison with the previous sets of data
those variations can be ignored.

4.2. Comparison of high frequency oscilla-
tions to oscillations of lower frequency

To complete the discussion about differences
in the various frequency intervals I here discuss a
comparison between the high and low frequency os-
cillations. Such a comparison is only done for the
data sets from the quiet Sun. In this work I use con-
clusions from previous works which were analysing
the lower frequency oscillations, e.g. (Espagnet et
al. 1992). The presented results are in agreement
with this work.

Fig. 12. Time sequence of 90s in duration from the data set DS4, in five panels. The evolution of an
observed high frequency oscillation is shown. The time goes from left to right. The time separation between
consecutive frames is 22.7s. The top two oscillation frames and granulation frame below coincide in space
and time. Each panel represents the coinciding interval in time and space. Visible differences on frames
which present oscillations are consequence of using different frequency ranges. The five panels represent
integrated power over period ranges P21, P22, P23, P24 and P25, at the two different heights of 200 km
(middle panel) and 600 km (top panel).
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Fig. 13. Time sequence of 250s in duration from the data set DS1. The evolution of an observed high
frequency oscillation is shown. The time goes from left to right. The time separation between consecutive
frames is 25s. The top two oscillation frames and granulation frame below coincide in space and time. The
top panel represents power integrated over range 5 mHz to 20 mHz, the middle one power integrated over
the range 10 mHz to 20 mHz, both at the height of 600 km; the bottom panel represents the corresponding
granulation change.

Fig. 14. Time sequence of 500s in duration from the data set DS1. The evolution of an observed high
frequency oscillation is shown. The time goes from left to right. The time separation between consecutive
frames is 25s. The top two oscillation frames and granulation frame below coincide in space and time. The
top row represents power integrated over the range 5 mHz to 20 mHz, the middle one power integrated over
the range 10 mHz to 20 mHz, both at the height of 600 km; the bottom row represents the corresponding
granulation change.

4.3. The range of 5 to 20 mHz

For the same data set, DS1, wavelet analysis
was done two times to yield two sets of power maps
integrated over the frequency intervals 10 mHz to 20
mHz and 5 mHz to 20 mHz. The differences in the
features occurring in both intervals are evident from
the analysis. The examples and observed character-

istics are illustrated with Figs. 13 and 14. They also
indicate more power in the range 5 mHz to 10 mHz
than in the range 10 mHz to 20 mHz, since no struc-
ture from the interval 10 mHz to 20 mHz is visible
in the power maps.

Fig. 13 presents the variation of power fea-
tures over different frequency intervals. It is appar-
ent that features of longer period oscillations tend to
vary more slowly and cluster near specific locations.
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Fig. 15. Temporal changes of high frequency oscillations. Top panel represents power of the non filtered
signal, and the bottom power of the signal filtered with the high pass Fourier filter.

The event which illustrated this behaviour is marked
1. Power features of high frequency oscillations are
more diffuse, and seem to originate from larger num-
bers of smaller sources, marked with 2.

In Fig. 14 the behaviour of features with max-
imum intensity is shown. Arrows 1 and 2 mark the
maximum of the longer period oscillations, and ar-
rows 3 and 4 mark the maximum of the high fre-
quency oscillations. Both maximums appear at the
same location.

Careful inspection shows that the features of
longer period oscillations appear earlier in time se-
quence and last longer than the corresponding fea-
ture of high frequency oscillations at the same loca-
tion. In turn, the power features of high frequency
oscillations appear later and their maximums follow
the granular changes which could be a cause of the
power.

4.4. The frequency range between 3 mHz and
6 mHz

Also for the data set DS5a wavelet analysis
was done two times yielding power maps integrated
over the frequency intervals 11 mHz to 22 mHz and
3 mHz to 22 mHz. For this set of data, power inte-
grated over the whole range from 3 mHz to 22 mHz
shows a dominant power feature in the range 11 mHz
to 22 mHz, indicating that oscillations in this period
interval have the largest amplitudes. Therefore it
was necessary to separate this range (11 mHz to 22
mHz), from the one between 3 mHz and 6 mHz. The
cause of this behaviour could not be determined.

The power maps of this range show behaviour
of the longer period oscillations to be similar to the
behaviour of the oscillations in the interval 5 mHz
to 10 mHz. The changes of their power features are

slower and they do not come from the same sources
as the high frequency oscillations.

The maximums of the wave power behave sim-
ilarly as in Fig. 14. The power features of longer pe-
riod oscillations last longer than the corresponding
power features of high frequency oscillations at the
same location.

4.5. The modulations of total power of the
high frequency oscillations

To check if the low frequency oscillations have
some influence on the power of high frequency os-
cillations, a summation of the power maps is done.
Following figures show that the power of high fre-
quency oscillations is influenced with low frequency
oscillations. To double check this finding, double fil-
trating was performed.

The top panel of Fig. 15 shows the modula-
tion of the power maps obtained with wavelet anal-
ysis over non filtered data, and the bottom panel
shows the modulation of the power maps obtained
from the data which were first filtered with a high
pass Fourier filter. It is easy to notice that the in-
fluence of the long period oscillations could not be
removed with the filter.

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The high frequency oscillations tended to vary
with frequency interval. Those variations are more
rapid than the changes of observed granulation
events. The similar granulation events also tended
to cause oscillation frequencies within different fre-
quency ranges.
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In comparison with lower frequency oscil-
lations, the difference in behaviour is more pro-
nounced. High frequency oscillations tend to appear
after low frequency ones and last for a shorter time.
High frequency oscillations also cover smaller spatial
areas than low frequency ones.

Data sets used in this work were obtained by
observing of the Fe I neutral spectral line at 543.45
nm, with the post-focus equipment made specifi-
cally following the demands of speckle reconstruc-
tion. The speckle reconstruction process tended to
introduce around 10% error into the data (von der
Lühe 1984, 1993, and 1994). When recommenda-
tions for noise filter settings are followed (von der
Lühe 1984, 1993,1994 and de Boer 1996). The influ-
ence of seeing effects is mainly visible during speckle
reconstruction, since when seeing is too bad the pro-
cedure can not be completed.

The calculation of velocity response functions
tended to increase the noise in the velocity maps.
The combinations of different images increase the
noise level in the resulting image. To minimise this
increase in noise, only two linear combinations of ve-
locity response functions are used, resulting in the
two height levels 200 km and 600 km. Linear com-
binations for the heights in between those two levels
would require the use of three velocity response func-
tions (i.e. three images); while linear combinations
for heights below 200 km and above 600 km would
require even more. The noise level was assessed us-
ing the wavelets and the band pass Fourier filter.
In cases where three linear combinations were used,
the amount of observed high frequency oscillations
was decreased. This trend increased with the in-
creasing number of linear combinations. Additional
check were preformed on the oscillations in the range
3 mHz to 6 mHz, since that range is well known. The
velocity maps showed similar behaviour pointing to
the increase of noise level as a possible explanation.
Nevertheless, this added noise was taken care of by
wavelet analysis since wavelet analysis has proved to
be an excellent noise reduction filter (Torrence and
Compo 1998). The final influence seeing had on the
data set is in image cadence. In the case of aver-
age atmospheric conditions (allowing the use of the
adaptive optics (Berkefeld and Soltau 2001, Soltau et
al. 2002)) the number of the images per position was
increased, and in the case of very good or excellent
seeing, the number of images per position was re-
duced, allowing for faster cadence of the whole data
set. This procedure resulted in similar noise levels
after data reduction for the all data sets.

In the Section 4.5 the influence of low fre-
quency oscillations was mentioned. Unfortunately it
is not very clear how much this effect is produced by
Fourier analysis itself since it tends to smear power
over the whole analysed range. In the wavelet anal-
ysis technique I used, the use of Fourier space was
necessary to speed up necessary calculations. There-
fore the exact influence of Fourier analysis could not
be isolated and corrected for.

It is noticeable that the connection between
various frequency intervals cannot be observed, nor
its clear connection with the granulation event which
presumably caused it. Also the power tends to vary

with frequency. Sometimes the power is pronounced
around one frequency and sometimes around an
other. Again no clear connections with the granu-
lation events was observed. The most often change
was happening around the frequency 13 mHz. A re-
duction in power is also observed around this fre-
quency and is most noticeable for the data sets with
the quiet Sun as the object of observation. The cause
of this event is not clear.

The difference for the data sets with G-band
structures was the most pronounced with the appear-
ance of power above the bright-point structure. The
power features in those locations tended to keep their
shape and position for most of the frequency ranges
investigated. A possible explanation for this can be
found in magnetic influences. Acoustic oscillations
tend to change into magneto-acoustic oscillations in
areas where the magnetic field should be present (Es-
pagnet et al. 1992, Ulmschneider and Kalkofen 2002,
Ulmschneider 2003). Around the G-band structures
one expects a flux tube, in which, the analogue to
the ordinary acoustic wave is the longitudinal tube
wave. They are very similar to acoustic oscillations
and develop into shocks, which heat the tubes by dis-
sipating the wave energy. The methods used in this
work allow us to register those types of oscillations
as well, yet additional analysis has to be performed
(more results and analysis techniques will be pub-
lished in the next paper). The main influence of
the magnetic field comes from its geometric shape
which channels the propagating wave. This can ex-
plain why the shape of the power feature tends to
remain the same over different frequencies.

The second most common event for the data
with G-band structures is the more diffuse power
features which appear in the vicinity of G-band
structures. This pattern is usually connected with
changes of abnormal granulation. The cause of this
could be simple merging of the oscillations as pre-
dicted in work by Ulmschneider (2003).

The appearance of power features above the
pore and its immediate vicinity gives more indica-
tion that the magnetic field and its accompanying
flux tubes have a significant influence. The location
of the strong maximum correspond for both height
levels, regardless of expected changes to the power
features due to an expansion of high frequency os-
cillations travelling upwards. More detailed analysis
of this will be published in the next paper. Also,
the appearance of power related to bright-point-like
structures in the pore is more extreme. One finds
no variation of power over the frequency intervals.
Also there is a significant reduction in the amount
of observed power above the pore itself. The total
observed power above the pore and in its immedi-
ate vicinity tended to be significantly less than the
power observed above other objects of observation.

The variation of oscillatory behaviour over the
different frequencies is in agreement with the works
by Ulmschneider (1971a,b), Kalkofen (1990, 2001),
Ulmschneider and Kalkofen (2002) and Ulmschnei-
der (2003).

Compared to oscillations of much lower fre-
quencies, it shows different appearance and be-
haviour as that of high frequency oscillations. Work
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by Espgnet et al. (1992), finds that lower frequency
oscillations are located in the intergranular lanes and
that their source is deeply located in the granulation
layer. The present results for the lower frequency
oscillations confirms that finding: the appearance of
power in intergranular lanes has slow temporal evo-
lution, and a tendency for the power maximum to
appear after the maximum of temporal variation of
the white-light structure.

High frequency oscillations are located in sim-
ilar areas as lower frequency oscillations, however,
temporal evolution appears differ. High frequency
oscillations tend to appear later than lower frequency
oscillations and more abruptly. The maximum of
power features tends to follow more closely the tem-
poral evolution of white-light structures with which
it can be associated with. Another observed differ-
ence is the power features of higher frequency oscil-
lations show an indication of different sources since
they appear as more edge defined and less merged
when compared to power features from lower fre-
quency oscillations.

Both of these findings indicate that high fre-
quency oscillations are formed closer to the solar
surface than low frequency ones. The different fre-
quencies are associated with different spatial scales.
Again, comparing to work which describes the gener-
ation of oscillations (Lighthill 1951, Proudman 1952,
Stein 1967, Stein and Leibacher 1974) it is clear that
such behaviour is expected. The frequency of the
emitted wave depends on the fluid flow, as differ-
ent characteristics cause different emitted frequen-
cies. Besides it is also predicted in previous work
that oscillations of different frequencies should be-
have differently which is in agreement with obser-
vations in presented here. It would be interesting
to try to determine exact sources of oscillations of
different frequencies when development of observing
equipment becomes advanced enough to allow the
necessary spacial resolution.
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ODNOS OSCILACIJA U FREKVENCIONOM OPSEGU

3.6 mHz DO 22 mHz U SUNQEVOJ HROMOSFERI
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Originalni nauqni rad

Visokofrekvencione akustiqne oscila-
cije su predlo�ene kao izvor mehaniqkog gre-
jaǌa u hromosferi. U ovom radu samo je
radijalna komponenta oscilacija u frekven-
cionom intervalu 3 mHz do 22 mHz ispiti-
vana. Posmatraǌa su obavǉena koriste�i 2D
spektrometriju sa Fe I neutralnom spektral-

nom linijom (543.45 nm). Visokofrekvencione
oscilacije razliqitih frekvencija se mogu
povezati sa razliqitim prostornim skalama.
Rezultati ukazuju na mogu�nost da razliqiti
izvori proizvode oscilacije visokih i niskih
frekvencija.
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